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Abstra t

We des ribe a series of experiments in
whi h we start with English Fren h
and English Japanese versions of an
Open Sour e rule-based spee h translation system for a medi al domain,
and bootstrap orresponding statisti al
systems. Comparative evaluation reveals that the rule-based systems are
still signi antly better than the statisti al ones, despite the fa t that onsiderable effort has been invested in tuning both the re ognition and translation
omponents; also, a hybrid system only
marginally improved re all at the ost
of a loss in pre ision. The result suggests that rule-based ar hite tures may
still be preferable to statisti al ones for
safety- riti al spee h translation tasks.
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1 Introdu tion

This paper des ribes a ontinuation of a series of
experiments entered around MedSLT (Bouillon
et al., 2008a), an Open Sour e medi al spee h
translator designed for do tor-patient ommuniation whi h uses a rule-based ar hite ture; the
purpose of the experiments has been to ompare this ar hite ture with more mainstream statisti al ones. The original motivation for using
rule-based methods omes from onsiderations

regarding the tradeoff between pre ision and reall. Spe i ally, medi al spee h translation is a
safety- riti al domain, where pre ision is mu h
more important than re all. It is also important to
note that this is a domain where substantial quantities of training data are unavailable. The question is how to use the very limited amounts of data
at our disposal to best effe t. This is by no means
an un ommon s enario in limited-domain spee h
translation, and ould in fa t be regarded as the
norm rather than the ex eption.
It is intuitively not unreasonable to believe that
rule-based methods are better suited to the requirements outlined above, but the well-known
methodologi al problems involved in performing
omparisons between rule-based and statisti al
systems have made it hard to establish this point
unambiguously. In an earlier study (Rayner et al.,
2005), we presented head-to-head omparisons
between MedSLT and an alternative whi h ombined statisti al re ognition and an ad ho translation me hanism based on hand- oded surfa e
patterns, showing that the rule-based system performed omfortably better. It was, however, lear
from omments we re eived that the ommunity
viewed these results s epti ally. The basi ritiism was that the robust pro essing omponents
were too mu h of a straw-man: more powerful
re ognition or translation engines might on eivably have reversed the result.
In the new series of experiments, our basi
goal has been to start with the rule-based omponents and the orpus data used to onstru t
them, and then use the same resour es, together
with mainstream tools, to bootstrap statisti al pro-

essing omponents. In (Ho key et al., 2008),
we adapted and improved methods originally des ribed in (Jurafsky et al., 1995) to bootstrap a
statisti al re ogniser from the original rule-based
one. More re ently, in (Rayner et al., 2010) we
used similar methods to bootstrap statisti al mahine translation models.
In this urrent paper, we ombine the results
of the previous two sets of experiments to build
a fully bootstrapped statisti al spee h translation
system, whi h we then ompare with the original rule-based one, and also with a hybrid system
whi h ombines rule-based and statisti al proessing. Interestingly, although (Rayner et al.,
2010) demonstrated that a bootstrapped statisti al
ma hine translation system is able to add substantial robustness to the original rule-based one when
both are run on text data, this robustness does not
arry over to spee h translation.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows.
Se tion 2 presents ba kground on the MedSLT
system; Se tion 3 summarises the earlier experiments on bootstrapped statisti al re ognition and
ma hine translation; Se tion 4 des ribes the new
experiments; and Se tion 5 on ludes.
2 Ba kground: the MedSLT System

MedSLT (Bouillon et al., 2008a) is a mediumvo abulary interlingua-based Open Sour e1
spee h translation system for do tor-patient
medi al examination questions, whi h provides
any-language-to-any-language translation apabilities for all languages in the set English,
Fren h, Japanese, Arabi , Catalan . In what
follows, however, we will only be on erned
with the pairs English Fren h and English
Japanese, whi h we take, respe tively, as representative of a lose and distant language-pair.
Both spee h re ognition and translation are
rule-based. Spee h re ognition runs on the ommer ial Nuan e 8.5 re ognition platform, with
grammar-based language models built using the
Open Sour e2 Regulus ompiler. As des ribed in
(Rayner et al., 2006), ea h domain-spe i language model is extra ted from a general resour e
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LGPL li ense; https://sour eforge.net/
proje ts/medslt/
2
LGPL li ense; https://sour eforge.net/
proje ts/regulus/
1

grammar using orpus-based methods driven by
a seed orpus of domain-spe i examples. The
seed orpus, whi h typi ally ontains between
500 and 1500 utteran es, is then used a se ond
time to add probabilisti weights to the grammar
rules; this substantially improves re ognition performan e (Rayner et al., 2006, 11.5).
At run-time, the re ogniser produ es a sour elanguage semanti representation in AFF (Almost Flat Fun tional Semanti s; (Bouillon et al.,
2008a)). This is rst translated by one set of
rules into an interlingual form, and then by a se ond set into a target language representation. The
interlingua and target representation are also in
AFF form. A target-language Regulus grammar,
ompiled into generation form, turns the target
representation into one or more possible surfa e
strings, after whi h a set of generation preferen es pi ks one out.
In parallel, the interlingua is also translated, using the same methods, into the sour e-language
(ba ktranslated). The ba ktranslation is shown
to the sour e-language user, who has the option of aborting pro essing if they onsider that
spee h understanding has produ ed an in orre t
result. If they do not abort, the target language
string is displayed and realised as spoken output.
This mode of operation is absolutely essential in
a safety- riti al appli ation like medi al examination. Sin e translation errors an have serious or even fatal onsequen es, do tors will only
onsider using systems with extremely low error
rates, where they an dire tly satisfy themselves
that the system has at least orre tly understood
what they have said before attempting to translate
it. This also motivates use of restri ted-domain,
as opposed to general translation.
The spa e of well-formed interlingua representations in MedSLT is dened by yet another Regulus grammar (Bouillon et al., 2008a); this grammar is designed to have minimal stru ture, so
he king for well-formedness an be performed
very qui kly. During spee h re ognition, the
well-formedness he k is used as a knowledge
sour e to enhan e the language model for the
sour e language. The spee h re ogniser is set
to generate N-best re ognition hypotheses, and
hypotheses whi h give rise to non-wellformed
interlingua an safely be dis arded. Use of
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English
Eng interlingua gloss
Fren h
Jap interlingua gloss
Japanese
English
Eng interlingua gloss
Fren h
Jap interlingua gloss
Japanese
English
Eng interlingua gloss
Fren h
Jap interlingua gloss
Japanese

does the pain usually last for more than one day
YN-QUESTION pain last PRESENT usually duration more-than one day
la douleur dure-t-elle habituellement plus d'un jour
more-than one day duration pain usually last PRESENT YN-QUESTION
daitai i hini hi sukunakutomo itami wa tsuzuki masu ka
does it ever appear when you eat
YN-QUESTION you have PRESENT ever pain s -when you eat PRESENT
avez-vous déja eu mal quand vous mangez
eat PRESENT s -when ever pain have PRESENT YN-QUESTION
koremadeni tabemono wo taberu to itami mashita ka
is the pain on one side
YN-QUESTION you have PRESENT pain in-lo head one side-part
avez-vous mal sur l'un des o tés de la tete
head one side-part in-lo pain have PRESENT YN-QUESTION
atama no katagawa wa itami masu ka

Table 1: English MedSLT examples: English sour e senten e, English-format interlingua gloss,
rule-based translation into Fren h, Japanese-format interlingua gloss and rule-based translation into
Japanese.
this highest-in- overage res oring algorithm is
found to redu e semanti error rate during spee h
understanding by about 10% relative (Bouillon
et al., 2008b).
The interlingua grammar is built in su h a way
that the surfa e forms it denes an also be used
as human-readable glosses. We will make heavy
use of these glosses in what follows. The usual
form of the interlingua gloss language is modelled on English. It is, however, straightforward to parametrize the grammar so that glosses
an also be generated with word-orders based on
those o urring in other languages; in parti ular,
we will also use one based on Japanese.
Figure 1 shows examples of English domain
senten es together with translations into Fren h
and Japanese and interlingua glosses in Englishbased and Japanese-based format. Note the very
simple stru ture of the interlingua gloss, whi h
is in most ases just a on atenation of text representations for the underlying AFF representation; sin e AFF representations are unordered
lists, they an be presented in any desired order.
Thus the AFF for the rst example, does the pain
usually last for more than one day is the following stru ture:3
3
AFF representations and glosses have been slightly simplied for presentational reasons.

[null=[utt_type,ynq℄,
arg1=[symptom,pain℄,
null=[state,last℄,
null=[tense,present℄,
null=[freq,usually℄,
duration=[>=,1℄,
duration=[timeunit,day℄℄
The English-format interlingua gloss, YNQUESTION pain last PRESENT usually duration more-than one day presents these elements
in the order given here, whi h is approximately
that of a normal English rendition of the senten e.
In ontrast, the Japanese-format gloss, morethan one day duration pain usually last PRESENT
YN-QUESTION makes on essions to standard
Japanese word-order, in whi h the senten e normally ends with the verb (here, tsuzuki masu), followed by the interrogative parti le ka.
Similarly, in the se ond example from Table 1,
we see that the English-format gloss puts s when (subordinating- onjun tion when) before the representation of the subordinate lause;
the Japanese-format gloss puts s -when after,
mirroring the fa t that the orresponding Japanese
parti le, to, omes after the subordinate lause
tabemono wo taberu. This is literally food OBJ
eat, i.e. (you) eat food; note that the Japaneseformat interlingua suppresses the personal pro-

noun you, again following normal Japanese usage. In Se tion 3.2, we will demonstrate how useful the different forms of the interlingua turn out
to be. The basi point is to be able to split up statisti al translation into pie es where sour e and
target always have similar word-order.
All the experiments des ribed in the rest of the
paper were arried out using the 870-utteran e
re orded spee h orpus from (Rayner et al.,
2005); this was olle ted using a proto ol in
whi h subje ts played the do tor role in simulated
medi al examinations arried out using the MedSLT prototype. A trans ribed version of the data
an be found online at http://medslt.

vs.sour eforge.net/viewv /
* he kout*/medslt/MedSLT2/
orpora/a l 2005 trans riptions.
txt?revision=1.1. A brief examination

of the orpus shows that it is fairly noisy. We
estimate that about 6570% of it onsists of
learly in-domain and well-formed senten es,
depending on the exa t denitions of these
terms4 , with mu h of the remaining portion being
out-of-domain or dysuent.
The next se tion presents the results of earlier experiments, in whi h statisti al omponents
were bootstrapped by using the rule-based ones to
reate training data.
3 Previous experiments
3.1

Bootstrapping statisti al language
models

As des ribed in Se tion 2, the Regulus platform
onstru ts grammar-based language models in a
orpus-driven way. This, in prin iple, enables a
fair omparison between grammar-based and statisti al language modelling, sin e the seed orpus used to extra t the spe ialised grammar an
also be used to train a statisti al language model
(SLM). There are, however, several ways to implement this idea. The simplest method is to
use the seed orpus dire tly as a training orpus for the SLM. A more subtle approa h is des ribed in (Jurafsky et al., 1995; Jonson, 2005);
one an randomly sample the grammar-based language model to generate arbitrarily large amounts
4
61% of the orpus is within the overage of the urrent
English grammar.

of orpus data, whi h are then used as input to the
SLM training pro ess.
In (Ho key et al., 2008), we showed that a statisti al re ogniser trained from a suf iently large
randomly generated orpus outperforms the one
generated from the seed orpus5 . A further renement is to lter the randomly generated orpus
by keeping only examples whi h, when translated
into interlingua gloss form, result in well-formed
representations. These improvements yielded a
umulative redu tion in Word Error Rate, measured over the whole 870-utteran e data set, from
27.7% to 23.6%. The best bootstrapped statistial re ogniser was, however, still inferior to the
grammar-based one, whi h s ored 22.0%.
3.2

Bootstrapping statisti al translation
models

In (Rayner et al., 2010), we adapted the methods from Se tion 3.1 to bootstrap Statisti al Mahine Translation (SMT) models from the original rule-based ones; a similar experiment, with
a large-vo abulary system, is reported in (Dugast
et al., 2008). As above, we started by using the
sour e-language grammar to randomly generate
a large orpus of data. We then passed the result through English
Fren h and English
Japanese versions of the interlingua-based translation omponents, saving the sour e, target and
interlingua gloss representations. A straightforward way to reate the SMT models would be to
use the aligned sour e/target orpora as training
data. Here, however, we again showed that it was
possible to get mu h better performan e by exploiting the stru ture of the interlingua.
The interlingua gloss was saved both in the
English-based and the Japanese-based formats
( f. Table 1). We then used the ommon ombination of Giza++, Moses and SRILM (O h and
Ney, 2000; Koehn et al., 2007; Stol ke, 2002) to
train separate SMT models for the pairs English
English-format interlingua, English-format interlingua
Fren h, and Japanese-format interlingua Japanese; for omparison purposes, we
also trained models for English Fren h and English
Japanese. All the models were tuned
using MERT (O h, 2003) on a held-out portion
of data. We experimented with several differ-
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The seed orpus used here ontains 948 examples.

Version 1

Comparison
Version 2

Dataset

English

1 Rule-based Bootstrapped statisti al
2 Rule-based Bootstrapped statisti al
3
Hybrid
Rule-based
4
Hybrid
Rule-based

!

Judge1
26143

25943

24733

6925

7127

6220

29180

30181

25177

1812

1915

1512

12598

14796

10167

6125

6641

4921

3081

2355

Fren h

All data
Only good ba ktrans.
All data
Only good ba ktrans.

English

5 Rule-based Bootstrapped statisti al
6 Rule-based Bootstrapped statisti al
7
Hybrid
Rule-based
8
Hybrid
Rule-based

!

Judged by
Judge2 Unanimous

Japanese

All data
Only good ba ktrans.
All data
Only good ba ktrans.

!

4962
178

199

148

!

Table 2: Comparisons between different versions of the English
Fren h and English
Japanese
MedSLT systems. The result NNMM indi ates that the judge(s) in question onsidered that the rst
version gave a learly better result NN times, and the se ond version a learly better result MM times.
Differen es signi ant at P < 0:05 a ording to the M Nemar test are marked in bold.
ent ways of ombining these resour es. The best
method turned out to be the following pipeline:
1. Translation from English to English-format
interlingua using SMT, with the de oder set
to produ e N-best output (N was set to 15);
2. Res oring of the N-best output to hoose the
highest well-formed string, where one was
available;
3. If the target is Japanese, reformulation from
English-format interlingua to Japaneseformat interlingua;
4. Translation from the appropriate format of
interlingua to the target language using SMT
As shown in the paper, this ombination massively de reases the error rate for the dif ult
pair English Japanese, ompared to the na¨ve
method of training a single SMT model. The
key advantage is that SMT translation, whi h is
very sensitive to differen es in word-order, only
has to translate between languages with similar
word-orders. Even in the relatively easy pair English
Fren h, a substantial performan e gain
was a hieved by interposing the N-best res oring step. On in- overage input, both bootstrapped
interlingua-based SMT systems were able to reprodu e the translations of the original rule-based
systems on about 79% of the data; the orresponding gures when the na¨ve method was used
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were 67% for English
Fren h and 27% for
English
Japanese. In ases where the bootstrapped SMT output differed from the RBMT
one, hand-examination showed that the SMT version was hardly ever better, and was often worse
(Rayner et al., 2009).
The bootstrapped SMT systems are thus not
quite as good as the original RBMT ones on inoverage data. The payoff, of ourse, is that
the bootstrapped system are also able to translate out-of- overage senten es. When evaluated
on the out-of- overage portion of the test set (358
text utteran es), 81 senten es (23%) produ ed a
ba ktranslation judged to be orre t. Of these
81 senten es, 76 (94%) were judged to produ e
good translations for Fren h, and 71 (88%) for
Japanese.

!

4 Combining re ognition and
translation

The pre eding se tions have shown how we were
able to use Open Sour e resour es to bootstrap
good robust versions of the original spee h re ognition and ma hine translation omponents, using
only the original, very small training set of 948
senten es. We now des ribe how we ombined
these modules to ompare a full bootstrapped
statisti al spee h translation system against the
orginal rule-based one; we also ompare the rulebased system with a hybrid version whi h om-

bines rule-based and statisti al pro essing.
We took the best versions of the bootstrapped
statisti al re ogniser from Se tion 3.1 and the
bootstrapped statisti al translation models from
Se tion 3.2, ran the 870-utteran e spee h orpus from (Rayner et al., 2005) through them, and
ompared the results with those obtained from
the original spee h translation system (grammarbased re ognition and rule-based translation). In
both ongurations, we also produ ed rule-based
ba ktranslations ( f. Se tion 2), in order to be
able to simulate normal use of the system.
The material was annotated by human judges in
the following way. The English English ba ktranslations were evaluated by a native English
judge; they were asked to mark the ba ktranslation as good if they were suf iently sure of its
orre tness that they would have onsidered, in
a real medi al examination dialogue, that the system had understood and should be allowed to pass
its translation on to the patient.
The English
Fren h and English
Japanese translations were evaluated by two native speakers of Fren h and two native speakers
of Japanese respe tively, who were all uent in
English. They were presented with a spreadsheet
ontaining three olumns, in whi h the rst olumn was the sour e English senten e, and the
other two were the output of the orginal rulebased system and the output of the bootstrapped
system. If one of the systems produ ed no output, for whatever reason, this was marked as NO
TRANSLATION. The order of presentation of
the two systems was randomised, so that the judge
did not know, for any given line, whi h version
was shown in the se ond olumn and whi h in the
third. If there were two translations, the judges
were instru ted to mark one of them if they onsidered that it was learly superior to the other.
If one of the translations was null they were instru ted to mark the non-null translation as preferable if they onsidered that it would be useful in
the ontext of the medi al spee h translation task.
We used the data and the judgments to ompare the rule-based systems, the bootstrapped statisti al systems, and a hypotheti al hybrid system whi h produ es the result from the bootstrapped system if the rule-based system produ es
no translation or no ba ktranslation, and other-
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wise produ es the result from the rule-based system. The results are summarised in Table 2; we
present gures for ea h omparison both on the
omplete dataset, and also on the subset for whi h
ba ktranslation produ ed a result judged as good.
The last three olumns give the results rst for
ea h judge separately, then for the ases where
the two judgements oin ide.
Although statisti al pro essing, as usual, adds
robustness, we an see that it suffers from two
major problems. As lines 1 and 5 show, the statisti al system, without ba ktranslation, is mu h
worse than the rule-based one, sin e it frequently
produ es in orre t translations due to bad re ognition. (The statisti al system almost always produ es a translation; the rule-based one fails to do
so about on about 30% of the data, sin e rulebased re ognition most often fails altogether on
out-of- overage data, as opposed to produ ing a
nonsensi al result). With ba ktranslation added,
lines 2 and 6 at least demonstrate that this rst
problem disappears, and the result is loser. However, we still have the se ond problem; there are
long-distan e dependen ies whi h the statisti al
algorithms are unable to learn. For example, in
Fren h, both judges agreed that there were 62
ases where rule-based pro essing gave a better
result than statisti al, mostly due to more a urate
re ognition or translation. There were 20 ases
whi h went the opposite way, with statisti al proessing better than rule-based: in most of these,
rule-based pro essing gave no result, and statisti al a good result. For both language pairs, the
gures suggest that the la k of long-distan e onstraints is more important than the added robustness.
The results from (Rayner et al., 2010) led us to
hope that the hybrid system would add robustness
to the rule-based system without ompromising
a ura y; (Seneff et al., 2006) reports a similar result when the text omponent of a spee h translation system is evaluated in isolation. Combination
with the spee h re ognition front-end, with its
on omitant noisy input, unfortunately appears to
hange the pi ture. Without ba ktranslation (lines
3 and 6), the hybrid system is inferior to the rulebased one for the reasons we have already seen.
When ba ktranslation is in luded (lines 4 and
8), we do indeed see a very small gain in re-

all, but this omes at the pri e of a substantial
loss of pre ision. Examination of the ases where
the rule-based system diverges from the hybrid
one shows disturbing examples where the rulebased system produ es no output, and the hybrid one an output whi h is meaningful but inorre t. For instan e, Do you take medi ine for
your heada hes? produ ed no translation in the
rule-based English
Fren h system, but Avez-

!

vous vos maux de t
ete quand vous prenez des

(Do you have heada hes when
you take medi ine?) in the hybrid one; a mistake whi h would ertainly worry any do tor who
used the system!
médi aments?

5 Summary and on lusions

We have des ribed a series of experiments in
whi h we started with a rule-based spee h translation system for a medi al spee h translation system, and used it to bootstrap a orresponding statisti al system. The rule-based system is still better than the statisti al one, despite the fa t that
onsiderable ingenuity has been invested in tuning both the re ognition and translation omponents.
The na¨ve hybrid system gave a small improvement in re all, but at an una eptable ost in preision. It is on eivable that a more subtle way
of reating the hybrid system may still su eed in
adding useful robustness. At the moment, though,
the eviden e at our disposal suggests that rulebased systems are more appropriate for the kind
of task, and that any gain from adding robust
methods is at best likely to be small.
We are well aware that our result is at odds with
the urrently prevailing wisdom, namely that statisti al methods are preferable to rule-based ones,
and the obvious question is why this should be.
We think there are two main reasons. First, most
a ademi papers are written about systems that
have been reated to address a shared task. These
tasks typi ally use large training sets that represent a substantial investment in time and effort.
When building real world appli ations, it is unusual to be given a large training set at the start of
the proje t; it is mu h more ommon to have no
training set at all.
The se ond reason is that medi al spee h translation appli ations are safety- riti al. Mistrans-

lations an have serious onsequen es, and this
needs to be ree ted in the evaluation metri . A
metri whi h maximizes BLEU s ore or re all,
typi al of most urrent evaluations, is inappropriate. No do tor we have talked to would onsider
BLEU a useful metri .
In both respe ts, the appli ation we des ribe is
loser to real world ones than is ommon in the
literature, and we therefore think it reasonable to
laim that our results should not be dismissed as
irrelevant; we suspe t that similar problems will
emerge in many other real world appli ations.
The Open Sour e framework we have used make
it easy for s epti al resear hers to he k the details of our methods and data.
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